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Welcome to Piper Alderman’s bulletin looking at competition and
consumer law. In this bulletin we seek to inform on developments
in these areas of law and trade practices generally.
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Penalty judgement entered
after ACCC takes action on fake
testimonials
Partner, Tom Griffith, discusses a recent
judgement of the Federal Court in
proceedings involving fake testimonials and false and
misleading comments about the country of origin of the
solar panels supplied by “Euro Solar” and “Australian Solar
Panel”.

ACCC scrutiny of guarantees is
guaranteed
The ACCC’s tough stance on
misrepresentations to consumers
regarding their consumer guarantee
rights shows no signs of abating. Partner, Anne Freeman
looks at the latest news in this area.
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Unilever hangs Colgate and
Cussons out to dry
Recently the ACCC has commenced
proceedings in the Federal Court against
PZ Cussons Australia Pty Ltd and Colgate
Palmolive Pty Ltd, alleging that they made and gave
effect to a cartel, and engaged in anti-competitive
conduct relating to their ultra-concentrate products.
Senior Associate, Bill Fragos discusses the proceedings.
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ACCC scrutiny of guarantees is guaranteed
The ACCC’s tough stance on misrepresentations to consumers regarding their
consumer guarantee rights shows no signs of abating. Partner, Anne Freeman
looks at the latest news in this area.

Rotten Apple?
The ACCC has agreed to accept a court
enforceable undertaking from Apple Pty
Limited after an investigation it undertook
into Apple’s consumer guarantees
practices.
Apple has acknowledged the concerns
of the ACCC and has worked with
it to resolve those. The ACCC was
concerned that there may have been a
contravention of the Australian Consumer
Law by making false or misleading
representations, including that Apple
was not required to provide a refund,
replacement or repair to consumers,
contrary to the consumer guarantee
rights. Apple had a 14 day return policy
and a 12 month limited manufacturer’s
warranty, and the ACCC was concerned
that representations were being made
that these policies were the only remedies
available to a consumer.
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In the undertaking, Apple has stated that,
without limiting consumers’ rights, it will
provide its own remedies equivalent to
those in the ACL at any time within 24
months at the date of purchase while also
acknowledging that remedies available
under the ACL may be available beyond 24
months.
Apple has also undertaken not to make the
representations about which the ACCC
was concerned, and to continue to offer a
redress program to consumers who may
have been affected by the alleged conduct. It
is also implementing a compliance program
and will continue to monitor and review its
compliance with the ACL.
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More Harvey Norman woes
Another Harvey Norman franchisee,
Camavit Pty Limited, has agreed to
Federal Court orders that it pay $32,000
in civil pecuniary penalties for making
false or misleading representations
to consumers about their consumer
guarantee rights.
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Camavit’s employees had made
representations in 2012 that a consumer
would have to contact the manufacturer
about a faulty television purchased at the
store. Later, representations were made
that the consumer could only receive a
replacement, not a refund, and that an
exchange or credit was available rather
than a refund and that the store credit had
to be used before the end of financial year.
Camavit admitted that the representations
were false and amounted to conduct
contrary to section 18 of the ACL.
As well as the civil pecuniary penalty,
Camavit has agreed to be restrained for 3
years from making any representation to
customers that it:
•

•

Does not have an obligation to
provide any remedy in relation to
goods supplied by it regardless of
the circumstances and the consumer
guarantee provisions of the ACL.
Does not have an obligation to provide
any remedy in relation to goods
supplied by it on the basis that only
the manufacturer has an obligation to
do so.
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•

•

Does not have an obligation to provide
a return in relation to goods supplied
by it regardless of the circumstances
and the consumer guarantee provisions
of the ACL.
Does not have any obligation to
provide a remedy in relation to goods
supplied by it other than by way of
exchange or credit, which would have
to be finalised within a time limit of a
few weeks.

This follows hot on the heels of four
other Harvey Norman franchisees
being ordered to pay a combined total
of $116,000 in civil pecuniary penalties
for making misrepresentations about
consumer guarantee rights. Examples of the
misrepresentations include representations
that:
•

•

The franchisee had no obligation to
provide remedies for damaged goods
unless notified within a short specified
period, such as 14 days.
The franchisee had no obligation to
provide an exchange or refund for
faulty goods supplied.
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•

The franchisee had no obligation to
provide a remedy independently of the
manufacturer.

Like the Camavit matter, declarations
and injunctions were granted and the
franchisees were ordered to implement
compliance programs, and to display
notices about consumer guarantee rights.

Take aways?
Although Camavit ultimately provided
the consumer with a refund, the ACCC
brought proceedings against it nearly a
year later. It is apparent that the ACCC is
looking to make examples of businesses
which misrepresent consumers’ rights.
Businesses should ensure they have in
place training for staff about consumer
guarantees and the importance of not
misleading consumers about those rights.
For further information contact:
Anne Freeman, Partner
t +61 2 9253 9934
afreeman@piperalderman.com.au
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Unilever hangs Colgate and Cussons out to dry
Recently the ACCC has commenced proceedings in the Federal Court against PZ
Cussons Australia Pty Ltd and Colgate Palmolive Pty Ltd, alleging that they made
and gave effect to a cartel, and engaged in anti-competitive conduct relating
to their ultra-concentrate products. Senior Associate, Bill Fragos discusses the
proceedings.
Clean as a whistle blower

Soap Opera

Whilst Unilever Australia Limited
(Unilever) allegedly was also a participant
in the relevant arrangements with
Cussons and Colgate, Unilever applied for
immunity under the ACCC’s Immunity
Policy.

The ACCC alleges that the three companies,
from about 2008, sought to deny consumers
the benefit of lower prices for detergent
products and maintain higher prices. At this
time, Unilever, Colgate and Cussons were
looking to cease the supply of standard
concentrate products and rolling out lines
of ultra-concentrate products from 2009
onwards through the major supermarket
chains. The ACCC alleges that this was
a deliberate coordinated arrangement
between the three companies instigated by
Colgate.

Unilever
Products include Drive, Omo and
Surf
Cussons
Products include Radiant, Duo,
Reflect and Down to Earth

Further, the ACCC alleges that the three
companies sought to:
•

Coordinate the transition of their
respective laundry detergents to
ultra concentrates which met specific
requirements.

•

Sell ultra-concentrate products for the
same price per wash as their respective
equivalent standard concentrate
products, and not pass on the cost
savings to consumers.

Colgate
Products include Palmolive,
Cold Power, Dynamo, Fab and
Hurricane

Competition and Consumer News

The ACCC claims that ultra-concentrate
products, given their characteristics, are
cheaper to produce, store and transport.
The effect of the arrangements was that
it denied consumers a variety of choices
in relation to the products offered by the
three companies, in that there was little
to no variation on matters such as pricing,
package volumes and the strength of the
ultra-concentrate products.
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Another aspect of the allegations made
by the ACCC is that a former sale sales
director of Colgate, Paul Ansell, and
Woolworths Limited (Woolworths),
were knowingly concerned in these
arrangements.

With respect to Woolworths, the ACCC
alleges that they played a significant role in
the 2009 rollout to ultra-concentrates and
with respect to pricing. The ACCC also
alleges that Mr Ansell was involved in sharing
market sensitive information with Unilever
about pricing, the purpose of which was to
control or maintain prices. In January 2008
and thereafter, Mr Ansell also met with
representatives of Woolworths, at which
meeting pricing and roll out was discussed.

Spin Cycle
These proceedings follow a recent victory
for the ACCC with respect to cartel
conduct. In October last year, the Federal
Court imposed a penalty of $2 million
on Koyo in relation to anti-competitive
conduct regarding the price of ball and
roller bearings.
The proceedings relating to this alleged
detergent cartel though involves some
very high profile and large players and the
reputations of not only those companies,
but also members of their respective
senior management. Whilst recent
media attention has focussed on the
ACCC’s apparently precarious financial
position, the ACCC has nevertheless
has committed to taking on three big
companies in Cussons, Colgate and
Woolworths, and chosen not to step
away from what looks like will be a
significant fight.

For further information contact:
Bill Fragos, Senior Associate
t +61 8 8205 3446
bfragos@piperalderman.com.au
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Penalty judgement entered after ACCC takes
action on fake testimonials
Partner, Tom Griffith, discusses a recent judgement of the Federal Court in
proceedings involving fake testimonials and false and misleading comments about
the country of origin of the solar panels supplied by “Euro Solar” and “Australian
Solar Panel”.
On 17 January 2014, the Federal Court
handed down judgment against P & N
Pty Ltd, P& N NSW Pty Ltd (trading as
Euro Solar) and Worldwide Energy and
Manufacturing Pty Ltd (WEMA, formerly
trading as Australian Solar Panel) in
proceedings brought by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission.
By consent the Court ordered that Euro
Solar and Australian Solar Panel pay
combined penalties of $125,000 and their
sole director Mr Nikunjkumar Patel pay a
penalty of $20,000 for his involvement in
the conduct.

The Court found that the representations
were false, misleading or deceptive in that
the solar panels were not solar panels made
in Australia but were in fact made in China.

The testimonial representations
The Testimonial Representations were
representations that purported to be
testimonials by customers of Euro Solar
in respect of P&N and P&N NSW by
customers of Euro Solar in respect of
P&N and P & N NSW and customers of
Australian Solar Panel in respect of WEMA,
relating to solar panels.

There were both video testimonials
published on YouTube and written
testimonials published on WEMA’s
website that were not made by genuine
customers of the companies.
Following the decision the ACCC stated:
“This is the ACCC’s first litigated outcome
in relation to the specific prohibition against
fake testimonials under the Australian
Consumer Law.”

The “Made in Australia”
representations
P & N, P & N (NSW) and WEMA
were each in the business of supplying
solar panels in Australia, and between
18 November 2012 and May 2013
they made various representations by
newspaper and television advertising,
YouTube videos and website advertising
in which the words “Australian Solar
Panel” together with a logo containing a
depiction of a map of Australia.

Competition and Consumer News
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ACCC Chairman Rod Sims stated:
“Credence claims such as country of origin
can be a powerful marketing tool for
businesses, with consumers often prepared
to pay a premium for products made in
Australia.”
In imposing personal liability for the
breaches on the sole director Mr Patel,
the Court noted that the companies
and Mr Patel had engaged in careless
and reckless conduct and knew that the
representations made were both false and
misleading.

Competition and Consumer News

The decision is significant in that it shows
the ACCC and Courts are prepared to
take action against those making false and
misleading claims about the provenance
of their products or services, and is
also an important reminder that in their
advertisements businesses must only rely on
testimonials from genuine customers.

For further information contact:
Tom Griffith, Partner
t +61 2 9253 9913
tgriffith@piperalderman.com.au

In November 2013, the ACCC released
guidelines for businesses in respect of online
testimonials including a guide to what is best
practice when soliciting online feedback
from customers on websites or via social
media, and appears to be increasingly
vigilant in this area.
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Important Disclaimer: The material contained in this publication is comment of a general nature only and is not and nor is it intended to be advice on any specific professional matter. In that the effectiveness
or accuracy of any professional advice depends upon the particular circumstances of each case, neither the firm nor any individual author accepts any responsibility whatsoever for any acts or omissions
resulting from reliance upon the content of any articles. Before acting on the basis of any material contained in this publication, we recommend that you consult your professional adviser.

